Expected outcomes

CoDEC partners

▪ Identify the Legacy Data sets across NRA for Key
Assets that need to be mapped for BIM as Asset Information Requirement (AIR)
▪ Produce a European Master Data Dictionary for the
identified Key Infrastructure Assets for Legacy data sets.
▪ Carry out market research on existing processes and
systems for scanning and remote sensor data capture
for the Key infrastructure assets.
▪ Identify the data sets and types captured from sensors
that attributes towards the asset management process.
▪ Produce a Data Dictionary for Asset Data captured

Project facts

from remote sensors.
▪ Create a systematic and practical approach to connect
the Master Data Dictionary for both Legacy and sensor data sets for the Key Assets using the European
OTL Framework.
▪ Produce a software protocol (API) and demonstrate
the usability of the protocol through 3 Pilot Projects,
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which will build the connection between asset management system and BIM platform.
▪ Capture the outcome of the Pilot Projects and make
recommendations to CEDR.
▪ Ensure software stakeholders engagement throughout the process and produce a guideline.
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The project’s
overarching objectives:

Context - Why is
this important?
There is a considerable gap in BIM in defining the in-

▪▪ Understand the current status of information management across the highways industry in Europe, and the

formation requirement for the “Operational Phase”.
Most Authorities find that the “Information flow”
between the “Construction Phase” and the ‘’Oper-

risks and opportunities for the coming years
▪▪ Derive best practice guidance in the use of sensor/scanning technology to drive Asset Management (AM), by

ational Phase’’ is not as effective as it should be to

What is CoDEC?

get the best value out of BIM. Current asset manage-

investigating real examples of application to assets

ment systems in use by the CEDR members are not

▪▪ Demonstrate and develop practical methods for imple-

interoperable or properly connected making it diffi-

mentation of CEDR objectives for BIM, by undertaking

cult to integrate with other data/systems. The need is

applied projects in real use cases and consolidating

to free the data from the individual application (e.g.

outcomes

CoDEC is a CEDR project aiming to understand, in a very

asset management system) and integrate with data

practical way, the key means for successful implemen-

from other applications (BIM).

tation of Building Information Models (BIM) principles

CoDEC proposes to undertake this research to pro-

within the European highways industry, in particular with

vide CEDR with a specification to build connections

regards to freeing and enriching data flow to and from

between asset management systems and BIM plat-

Asset Management Systems (AMS) as well as the need to

forms to make best use of the legacy and sensor/

ensure that asset data is:

scanner data. CoDEC will deliver a “Master Data Dictionary” f or a set of “Key” infrastructure Assets (e.g.:

▪▪ Accessible: data is not trapped in a certain application
or part of the asset management system

Road pavement, Bridges, Tunnels, Street lighting),
which will give a synchronised data structure for all

▪▪ Reliable: data quality is good

NRAs. This will form the base for the data structure

▪▪ Interoperable: efficient data exchange between stake-

for integration between different data management

holders and their IT systems
▪▪ Integrable: data connectivity from different sources
and formats

systems. In addition, CoDEC will deliver an Applica-

▪▪ Provide recommendations for aligning the software
industry with CEDR objectives for BIM by understanding
the risks and opportunities involved in the market

PILOT Projects
The Pilot Projects aim to provide integrated and common
solutions, including procedures, methods, schemas, and
tools developed by CoDEC and the approach intends to
ensure that the same type of solution can be used to solve
more than one instance of the problem.

tion Programming Interface (API), which will help in
integrating data to and from various sources through
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tured and vendor-neutral fashion based on interna-
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▪▪ Publishable: data delivered and connected in a struc-
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linked data/ semantic web technology.

